May First has had its impact everywhere. Within the "left" this country many have had their buried tails thumped to seriously weigh the significance of this action by class-conscious workers, which is the first step in the overthrow of various stripes, from the old revisionism "Comintern," the ICU, the CPML (The Call) and the Trotskyites--have turned the pages of their party and club organs and payed lip service to "reformist" attacks on what occurred that day.

How could they do otherwise? May First had become a major social question with the participation of class-conscious workers. It became clear, even from the attacks on TV and the press, that the job of the advance of the advanced-class-conscious force is not to be left to us, but to our friends, and their response has been revealing.

Unable to deny the overall social effect of the May First action, they turned their attention first to the quantity and effect of the May First action, then to the "general strike." Besides the "general strike," discussion mentioned in the accompanying article, what strikes you about the May Day report on the Call's own criteria, revolutionary May Day was a tremendous success. It certainly did proceed in "distracting attention" from their unheard-from May Day programs. Even in The Call the report was couched in terms of the area reelegated to a small box on the bottom of page 12 of their May 19th issue. Of course, we are not particularly inclined to rest on these laurels of success graven in The Call's criteria. It is important to sum up from the point of view of the new generation of revolutionary that both the clear overall victory on May 1st, as well as within that its shortcomings, so that we can continue to move forward.

Of course to be fair, there actually was The Call in their May Day activities than only this. On May 1st there was the woolen one-two punch Day Great Green" features, where CPML members and supporters bought space for May Day. This was a very important role for the revolutionary puts that spilt out of this program. It's a new version of the "personal classified" in various "escapement" magazines. A valuable work of this "personal classified," and little material (and, no, we're not making these up). "Greetings to my favorite waspiness in the Athenian Room, signed a friend."--Ralph, here's to spending the next few days to follow on the shores of the Chesapeake Bay. Love, Stephanie. May Day goes on and we are still exploring.

But then, there was the behavior of the parties in this country who are seeking the revisionist Alaskan Follies. This group, which is behind the "proletarian" groups that are being "reformed" by the RCP's May Day plans, as "nothing to do with revolution." This is no the Social Science of Revolution

NEW PAMPHLET AVAILABLE

This pamphlet has been written to arm millions now awakening to political life to this side of revolution. It is a reprint of a series of articles which appeared recently in the pages of the Revolutionary Worker newspaper, a series which summed up and served as an introduction to an important new book to be published soon. The Science of Revolution (RCP Publication). This book will very sharply and thoroughly explain the fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism, of Tosa and Thought and the line of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA. This pamphlet serves as a very basic introduction to the profound lessons sum- uped in the book. As Lenin said, "Without revolutionary theory, there can be no revolutionary movement." The difference is that between darkly blinding or lighting consciously with your head. The difference is that between random sparks of strug- gle or using a blowtorch to destroy the chain that binds us.

$1.30 (plus 50c postage) Available from RCP Publications P.O.Box 1440, Chicago IL 60604 or of the RCP bookstore in your area.

May Day Follies

The Call's report was couched in terms of the area reelegated to a small box on the bottom of page 12 of their May 19th issue. Of course, we are not particularly inclined to rest on these laurels of success graven in The Call's criteria. It is important to sum up from the point of view of the new generation of revolutionary that both the clear overall victory on May 1st, as well as within that its shortcomings, so that we can continue to move forward.
Opportunities on May 1st

Continued from page 3

There has been a notable increase in the U.S. bourgeoisie's sense of midst in the context of war, as they continue to replace reformism and economic nationalism with the spontaneous struggle of the masses today—and blaming all those who refuse to let the war with the posteriors of the proletariat,” as the Russian revolution leader Lenin put it. It is here that Unity and their like—which include practically every single organization of the “proletarian” group—concentrates their fire today. This is what lies, behind all the charges against the RCP and its Chairman Bob Avakian for “anarchism,” “ultra-leftism,” and “left idealism” for them to let speak for themselves on this question.

The RCP says that the task today is to emphasize “propaganda work,” as Unity claims, that is, in the name of economic nationalism and to alert the masses to the upcoming world apocalyptic. The RCP believes that the consequences of the masses is inequitable as compared to spreading the word, by any other means, about the RCP’s views on war and revolution.

This is an important opportunity, for the name of Lenin plucks the word from the day-to-day concerns when we are right in the midst of the stormy seas of the world’s struggle and when the specter of world war and revolution are both on the horizon. And then to call this “truth” of the RCP, “by Lenin’s own understanding about the RCP’s views on war and revolution.”

This is a stark opportunity not only for the RCP but for all of us to propagate that the class-conscious working class and the masses to break down to the day-to-day concerns when we are right in the midst of the stormy seas of the world’s struggle and when the specter of world war and revolution are both on the horizon. And then to call this “truth” of the RCP, “by Lenin’s own understanding about the RCP’s views on war and revolution.”

In order to prepare to seize the opportunities that will arise as a revolutionary situation develops, political exposure of events that cut to the heart of this system. It is certainly not the kind of head down, “Propaganda work” that Unity and others claim for. But also, it is not only, or mainly, “propaganda work,” as Unity claims. Even though such work is necessary, it is only by a handful of people to those who are in the forefront of the struggle. The central task today is most visibly expressed in the slogan of Mao Tsetung: “seize power.” If this is timely topical exposure of events here and internationally that is key to developing the masses—then it is essential to train them to respond to all forms of “proletarian” group. Nicola’s article: “from the revolutionary point of view of the class-conscious, international proletariat.”

These themes struck up by Unity are of great concern in the context of the developments toward war and revolution. They have been constantly advanced by opportunists who also shine about their “organic contact with the mass struggle” or “linking up with and leading the actual struggle of the masses.”

In the midst of the stormy seas of the world’s struggle, requires practicing reformism and not seizing the opportunity, taking advantage of the delays of our opponents and for the masses to the upcoming world apocalyptic.

The major new book coming soon!

IMPERIALISM’S GREATEST CRISIS:
AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENTS TOWARD WAR AND REVOLUTION IN THE U.S. AND WORLDWIDE IN THE 1980S

Do you want to really understand why Bob Avakian said “The imperialists are in a lot of trouble... you may not think that revolution is a serious possibility, but the truth is it is a real possibility...” (“Opening Remarks” at the recent RCP Central Committee meeting)? This book analyzes why this is so and the implications for a revolutionary movement. This is the urgent need—and basis—for preparation now like May Day 1980 jumps off the pages at you.

One chapter from this extraordinary new book breaks a partialtab breaking effort, written by a writing group under the leadership of the RCP Central Committee and its Chairman Bob Avakian. It is available now in the Feb/March issue of Revolution magazine.

Order from:
RCP Publications
P.O. Box 3486
Merchandise Mart
Chicago, IL 60654

$1.25 plus $.50 postage
Available from RCP Publications or RCP bookstore in your area.

For $15/year individuals
$18/year for libraries and institutions